Applications are invited for following temporary positions on the project entitled “Capacity building of Ethiopian Textile Industry Development Institute (ETIDI)” for Ethiopian Textile Industry Institute of The Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia under the co-ordinatorship of Prof. (Dr.) R. V. Adivarekar, Head, Department of Fibres and Textile Processing Technology, ICT. The details are as follows:

**Recruitment of Technical and Office staff:-**

1. **Staff to be stationed in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia for a period of 3 years**

   - **Project Manager: 01 Post**
     For coordinating all the activities (preferably doctorate degree in Textile Processing with about 20 years experience at Managerial Level in various sectors of Textile Processing and allied industries)

   - **Senior Technical Expert: 01 post**
     With knowledge of textile wet processing (well qualified in pretreatment, dyeing, printing, finishing and utilities with about 10 years of relevant industry experience).

   - **Technical Expert: 01 post**
     With knowledge of textile wet processing (well qualified in pretreatment, dyeing, printing, finishing and utilities with about 5 years of relevant industry experience).

   - **Senior Maintenance Engineer: 01 post**
     Person should preferably be Mechanical/ Electrical Engineer (Degree/Diploma) with about 10 years of industry experience in maintaining textile wet processing machineries.

   - **Maintenance Engineer: 01 post**
     Person should be Mechanical/ Electrical engineer (Degree/Diploma) with about 5 years of industry experience in maintaining textile wet processing machineries.
Staff for Back-Office support at ICT, Mumbai for period of 3 years

- Assistant to Project Co-ordinator: 01 post
  Person should preferably be B.Sc/ M.Sc in any stream or B.Tech (Textiles) with proficiency in computer operations. Should be able to provide assistance to Programme Co-ordinator in smooth and timely conduct of all activities of the programme.

Terms and Conditions

- Salary commensurate with qualifications (Degree/Diploma) and experience.
- The personnel will be appointed initially for a period of six months and the tenure may be extended on the basis of performance.
- The total project period is three years.

Interested candidates may send their applications, along with the relevant documents, mark sheets, degree certificates, experience certificates and two recommendations in the name of “The Registrar, (Kind Attn.: Prof. R. V. Adivarekar, Head, Department of Fibres and Textile Processing Technology), ICT, N M Parekh Road, Matunga, Mumbai-400019”, so as to reach on or before August 22, 2014 by 5.00 pm, super-scribing on the envelope “the name of post applied for” and “Capacity building of Ethiopian Textile Industry Development Institute (ETIDI)).

Professor S. S. Lele
Ag. Registrar

Professor R. V. Adivarekar
Head, DFTPT, &
Project Co-ordinator